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QUESTION 1

The departments in a large store should be able to do their own purchasing and to manage their own stocks. Which of
the following features must the master data have in this regard? (Choose two) 

A. Departments are assigned to a site master record and unloading points are assigned to the departments. 

B. Inventory management on a value-only basis is active for the store. 

C. A department is mapped as a shop. 

D. The large store is created with store category 1 (department store). 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Where in the Merchandise Category Hierarchy would you find a Reference Article? 

A. Any Merchandise Category Hierarchy Level 

B. Merchandise Category 

C. Merchandise Category Hierarchy Top Level 

D. Merchandise Category Hierarchy Level and Merchandise Category 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

In your company, goods are procured by different purchasing organizations. Each purchasing organization negotiates
different calculation rules with the vendors. 

Which of the following settings do you need to make in SAP Retail to ensure that the correct calculation schema is
determined for a vendor? (Choose three) 

A. You must assign a vendor schema group to the vendor master record for each purchasing organization. 

B. You must define a separate document schema for each vendor. 

C. You must create the vendor master record for multiple purchasing organizations. 

D. In the calculation schema, you must define requirements that determine for which purchasing organization the
calculation schema is valid for. 

E. You must define a separate schema group for each purchasing organization. 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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QUESTION 4

In SAP Retail, when is the billing document created for a sales order with an item delivered to the customer direct from
the vendor? 

A. When the sales order is created. 

B. When the invoice for the purchase order is entered. 

C. When the purchase order is created and sent to the vendor. 

D. When the vendor posts goods issue for the item. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following steps occur in SAP Retail during picking in a warehouse that uses Lean Warehouse Management
(WM)? (Choose two) 

A. The system determines a stock removal strategy. 

B. The system generates transfer orders. 

C. The system uses a putaway strategy to determine the source storage bin for each article. 

D. The picked quantities are confirmed. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

A stock planner wants to change the field Minimum Safety Stock for an article in many sites. What procedures are
available for doing this? (Choose two) 

A. For integrated mass change, assign the field to a maintenance group and use this maintenance group in integrated
mass change. 

B. In table MARA, select the article and the stores and change the field value. 

C. In the purchasing view of the article master at the validity level Vendor, change the field value for the relevant stores. 

D. In mass maintenance, select the logistics data for the article and change the field value for the relevant article - store
combinations. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to plan the sales volumes of various fashion articles (shoes, pants, shirts) according to the themes casual and
business. 
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Which of the following hierarchies would you recommend to your customer for this? 

A. Customer hierarchy 

B. Merchandise category hierarchy 

C. Article list hierarchy 

D. Article hierarchy 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

In addition to SAP Retail, you also implement SAP Warehouse Management (SAP WM) in your company. What do you
need to consider regarding the connection of SAP Retail to SAP WM? 

A. Each storage location in SAP Retail is assigned one storage bin in SAP WM. 

B. Each storage location in SAP Retail is assigned one warehouse number in SAP WM. 

C. Each storage area is divided into several storage types. 

D. Each storage location in SAP Retail is assigned several warehouse numbers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A retailer is centrally planning the assignment of merchandise quantities to the sites (Push procedure). Which SAP
Retail function would you recommend? 

A. Online planning 

B. Allocation table 

C. Contract release order 

D. Collective purchase order 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

At which point in time can accruals be posted in the context of vendor rebate arrangements? 

A. Purchase Order 

B. Shipping Notification 

C. Goods Receipt 
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D. Invoice 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You create a sales order for the wholesale distribution chain. In the pricing analysis you notice that the customer
discount you have just created has not been included. 

Which of the following settings made in sales price determination in SAP Retail might be the cause of this? (Choose
two) 

A. The determined pricing procedure does not contain the new condition type Customer discount. 

B. The condition record for your new customer discount was created for the wrong distribution chain. 

C. A validity date has been defined in the access sequence that is assigned to the condition type Customer discount. 

D. The condition record for the customer discount is set as: cannot be changed manually. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

On what customizing object are the default values for lead time and follow-up time for listing periods, lead time for goods
receipts at the store and the allocation table for subsequent processing defined? 

A. Purchase Order Document Type 

B. Sales Order Document Type 

C. Promotion Document Type 

D. Allocation Table Type 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Where are the parameters for generation and appearance of assortment lists defined? 

A. Listing Procedure 

B. Assortment Module 

C. Assortment List Type 

D. Assortment List Profile 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 14

There are different types of units of measure defined on the article master basic view. 

A. Delivery/Issue Unit of Measure 

B. Base Unit of Measure 

C. Sales Unit of Measure 

D. Order Unit of Measure 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A group that operates in Germany and in Canada owns one company in Canada with supermarkets and two
independent companies with separate financial accounting in Germany: 

one company in Germany operates in wholesale, the other in retail. The retail company owns supermarkets and small
corner stores and some of the articles are sold in both store types but at different prices. 

How many company codes do you need to create for a corporation that operates one company in Canada and two
independent companies Germany with separate financial accounting? 

A. One company code for Canada and one for Germany. 

B. One company code for Canada, two for Germany. 

C. One company code for Canada, three for Germany. 

D. One company code for the entire group. 

Correct Answer: B 
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